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Kodak hit with first shareholder fraud class action. Should it be derivative suit instead?

(Reuters) - You knew this was coming. On Thursday, an Eastman Kodak investor filed a class action accusing the company
of securities fraud in connection with its July 27 disclosure of a prospective $765 million loan from the U.S. International
Development Finance Corporation to produce COVID-19 pharmaceuticals and the subsequent collapse of that deal amid
questions about stock option grants to company executives.

The plaintiff, Tiandong Tang, is represented by Saxena White and Carella, Byrne, Cecchi, Olstein, Brody & Agnello. Tang
claims to have purchased more than 425,000 Kodak shares between July 29 and Aug. 3 and to have lost about $150,000 when
he sold off the stake on Aug. 4. Tang's complaint was filed in federal court in New Jersey, where Kodak is incorporated.

A Kodak spokesman declined to comment on the class action.

The complaint alleges that Kodak fraudulently neglected to tell shareholders that the company had awarded stock options to
its CEO and three other executives as it negotiated a deal with the government that would revive its manufacturing operations.
Those options turned out to be worth millions when Kodak apparently leaked word of the prospective loan on July 27. The
company's shares skyrocketed, according to the complaint, from less than $3 per share on July 27 to more than $33 per share
on July 29.

But as revelations emerged about the options awards and trades by Kodak insiders in advance of the announcement of the
prospective government loan, the share price began to tumble. On Aug. 7, the end of the class period alleged in the complaint,
shares had fallen to about $14.88.

As the complaint details, the government announced on August 7 that the $765 million loan deal was off. The Securities and
Exchange Commission, according to The Wall Street Journal, is investigating Kodak's disclosure of the loan deal, the award
of stock options and share trading by Kodak executives. The company itself announced on Aug. 7 that a special committee of
the Kodak board would conduct an internal investigation of the entire matter.

So: clearly a mess. And it's certainly no surprise that the company is now facing a securities fraud suit, considering that as news
emerged of the options grants, several plaintiffs' firms issued press releases calling for shareholders to contact them. Those
press releases are typically a harbinger of shareholder fraud complaints. It's a good bet that Saxena White and Carella won't be
the only firms with a client who wants to serve as lead plaintiff. In fact, Labaton Sucharow issued a press release Friday that
specifically asked investors with losses of more than $100,000 to contact the firm. (Saxena's Steven Singer and Carella's James
Cecchi did not respond to my email requesting comment.)

What is unusual about the Kodak situation, though, is that several of the plaintiffs' firms that issued press releases asking
shareholders to get in touch, including Hagens Berman and Levi & Korsinsky, specifically said they're looking at breach-of-
duty allegations – claims that are typically asserted in shareholder derivative suits, not securities fraud class actions.

Reed Kathrein of Hagens Berman told me he's still evaluating what sort of case makes the most sense. But at the moment, he
said, he's leaning toward a derivative suit alleging breaches arising from the stock options grants. "We're looking deeply into
whether the board went beyond what they're allowed to do."
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Kathrein, who said Hagens Berman has heard from clients with large Kodak losses, said the company may face regulatory
problems from its apparent leak of news of the loan to media outlets in Rochester, where it is headquartered. But those
allegations, he said, don't necessarily translate into a shareholder fraud class action, in which investors must tie their losses to
corporate misrepresentations. Similarly, Kathrein said, it may be difficult for investors to show that undisclosed options awards
artificially inflated the company's share price.

"It looks like (Saxena White and Carella Byrne) pled a derivative case," Kathrein said.

And he's a shareholder lawyer! Keep an eye on the Kodak litigation. It's going to be interesting to see if a market massacre that
wiped out hundreds of millions of dollars in market capitalization translates into a shareholder fraud case.

(Reporting by Alison Frankel)
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